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Address Mastervolt GmbH 
Gottfried Hagen Strasse 20 
51105 Köln

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Mastervolt develops and manufactures top-quality power electronics that converts the power of the sun into usable electrical energy. Equally at home
with grid-connected and autonomous applications, Mastervolt is a vital link in PV systems throughout the world. CS 20 Mastervolt introduces the next
generation solar inverters: MasterSol CS series Trafoless technology providing record efficiency levels and reducing cost of ownership. One of the
highest efficiencies available of > 98% combined with a wide operation voltage range of 200-1000 V DC. Ideal solution for larger solar installations. CP
100 TR and CP200 TL / TR Mastervolt expands solutions to higher power: CP series completing our range towards large centralized inverter solutions
above 100 kW. Based on this concept the increasing demand for central inverter solutions in multi Megawatt applications are met. Service support is
offered remotely and locally by qualified Mastervolt service partners.
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